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How would architects change Melbourne?
Given the opportunity this is how a group of young architects would transform the city of Melbourne.

Apartment rules overhaul: still tiny but at least they’ll have windows
Top young architects share concern for rapid Melbourne development
Suburbs or the city: Where to raise children as birth rates boom
Developers will have to radically li their standards under Victoria’s new apartment design regime, with
the results of a new study revealing the gap between what was previously allowed and what will soon be
mandated.
The vast majority of inner city apartments built over the past six years failed to meet minimum
requirements set to be introduced this month as apart of the state government’s Better Apartment
design standards, research by buyers’ advocate group Secret Agent has shown.

The study highlights the possibility that apartments built pre-guidelines may lose value when held up
next to their newer and better counterparts.

The majority of inner city apartments built over the past six years fail to meet minimum requirements to be brought in
this month. Photo: Graham Denholm

The study of 3000 apartments in areas such as the CBD, Southbank and Brunswick, revealed just nine
apartments passed the new guidelines on design elements such as size, ventilation and light. More than
99 per cent (2,991 apartments) failed to meet all the minimum requirements of the seven standards the
study assessed.
“What is really shows us is just how much of a change it will mean for developers,” Secret Agent
researcher Richard Rossmann said. “We weren’t expecting very high numbers [to pass the new
standards], but we were very surprised it was so few.”
Size was the hardest category for apartments to pass, with the huge majority of units failing on private
open space requirements and bedroom and living room size. Most had balconies too small, or none at
all, while bedrooms and living rooms failed to meet all mandated minimum dimensions.

More than half of the 3000 apartments studied did not provide adequate sunlight to bedrooms. Photo: Craig Abraham

More than half did not provide adequate sunlight to bedrooms and had either no windows to their
bedrooms, or “snorkel” windows that were deeper than allowed. More than two thirds were not wellventilated enough to pass requirements.
Mr Rossmann said it was worth noting the study applied the standards retrospectively and said it was too
early to tell what would happen to pricing.
“But for one, a lot of apartments will have to be designed di erently, which might mean that developers
can’t put as many on the same block as they used to be able to,” he said.

Size was the hardest standards category for apartments to pass, the Secret Agent report showed.

“At the same time, older apartments that might meet some of the standards, but not all of them, we
could see those decreasing in value.”
Danni Addison, Victorian chief executive of the Urban Development Institute of Australia, believed welldesigned apartments, whether built before or a er introduction of the standards, would be fine.
“It’s hard to say what will happen with the poorly designed apartments – as more expensive apartment
products are brought to market, we may even see greater demand for any housing product that sits at
the lower end of the price bracket,” Ms Addison said.
“We appreciate that some less than ideal apartments have been built in the past, but there have also
been many excellent apartments built that would not comply with these design guidelines.
“What this report tells us is that there needs to a clearer focus on good design outcomes rather than
prescriptive structural outcomes that will limit availability and price of new apartments.”
Ms Addison added that the developer community wass concerned about how these guidelines will limit
the number and feasibility of sites, potentially push up prices.

